Love Yourself

Justin Bieber, Ed Sheeran  
Arr. Peter Lu

Solo:

For all the times that you rain on my parade. And all the clubs you get in us-ing my name. You think you bro-

Soprano:

da dat da dat hoo da dat da dat hoo

Alto:

da dat da dat hoo da dat da dat hoo

Tenor:

da dat da dat hoo da dat da dat hoo

Baritone:

da dat da dat hoo da dat da dat hoo

Bass:
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my heart of girl for good-ness sake. You think I'm cry-ing on my own well I ain't. And I dang-it wann-a-
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like you and she like ever-y-one
And I never like to adm-it that I was wrong.
And I been so
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caught up in my job did-dn't
see what's go-ing on but now I know
I'm bet-ter sleep-ing on my own
cause if you
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Like the way you look that much, oh hub - y you should go and love your - self. And if you

Think that I'm still hold - in on some - thing you should go and love your - self. And when you
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I'm hold - in on you love your - self

I'm hold - in on you love your - self
told me that you had my friends. The only problem was with you and not them. And all the time.

you told me my opinion was wrong and tried to make me forget where I came from. And I told er'z who a
write a song
case I didn't want
any one think - in I still care I
don't but you still hit my phone up.
And, by the way, I be
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mor-in on
let you think you
should be some thing I don't want to
hold back, baby, you should know that.
My man - a don't
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Think that I'm still holdin' on to something you should go and love yourself. Baby dap bop
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